
‘Wheelers’ site Draft Plan 
Consultation Questionnaire Results 

 

Over 100 residents attended a consultation event on 6th 
January 2018 and 82 completed a Questionnaire based on 

proposals from the Working Party set up by the Parish Council 
in response to the owner’s Draft Plan before a Planning Application. The 

results are summarised below. Repeated comments are shown as 3X etc. 
 

Housing 
 

The density of 27 proposed dwellings, including 9 ‘affordable’ low rent units, seems 

acceptable, and with careful design attractive liveability can be achieved without over 
dominance of parked cars. 
 

Do you agree?  YES-52 / NO-4 / Not sure-11  Other comments about housing? 
 

5X More affordable wanted, but depends what it means, especially for younger people. 
6X Concerns about lack of parking resulting in potential parking overflow on North Road. 

4X Too many large houses 
 

Employment Space 
 

More parking spaces for offices are needed and closer to the entrance. 
 

If there is no demand for offices or other employment facilities, an alternative, such as 
‘Live Work’ units which could include a large work room, with separate entrance and 

parking etc., should be considered. 
 

Do you agree?  YES-35 / NO-11 / Not sure-14  Comment? 
 

3X Small offices / workshops for new businesses – a business Hub with easy in/out terms. 

3X There is enough office spaces in surrounding areas including in Timsbury Workshops. 
2X Timsbury Workshop offices are in demand and oversubscribed. 
Is this where the Hub library could be? 

Parking seems enough. 
Clear parking bays and no chances for bad parking eg on pavements. 

 
If it was acceptable to B&NES, would you prefer the office units to be replaced by another 
employment or a different use? 

 
YES-17 / NO-12 / Not sure-29  Comment? 
 

2X Offices would be good. 
8X If not offices, then more housing is preferred. 
3X No industrial units – ‘clean’ ones. 

2X More parking for visitors and for the many deliveries nowadays. 
Depends on how many vehicles and parking would be generated. 

 

Pedestrians & Highways 
 

• Widen the pavement along The Avenue beside the site. 

• Pedestrian access from The Avenue across the site with ramp, not steps, and wide 
enough and not between garden fences to keep an open aspect, positioned further 

west to enable the line of desire across the site to not be through the parking area. 



Do you agree?  YES-66 / NO-0 / Not sure-0  Comment? 

 
4x Widen Avenue path as far as the Cemetery is a priority. 

2X Pedestrian access a priority to discourage driving short journeys to shops etc. 
3X Paths wide enough for prams and motorised buggies etc. for mobility impaired. 
Protect residents from views of pedestrians walking through the site. 

Safety barrier needed at bottom of ramp. 
 

• The main road entrance to the site is appropriate. Because of confusion between 
pedestrians and vehicles, the full speed table should be replaced by a speed table for 
pedestrians away east of the entrance. 

• A mini-roundabout is preferred at the Hayeswood Road/Bloomfield Road junction to 
make it safer for vehicles, with safe pedestrian crossing to Bloomfield Road. 

• The 20mph zone should be extended to include the junction. 
 

Do you agree?  YES-54 / NO-1 / Not sure-5  Comment? 

 
Pedestrian crossing on North Road to not be a speed table. 
3X Better pavements all along North Road are needed for safe walking to school, shops 

etc. by mobility impaired. 
6X Need to restrict parking in North Road, but will have effect on events’ parking. 

2X Prevent pavement parking on the new North Road pavement with bollards etc. 
3X Roundabout should be a priority to make the junction safer generally. 
2X Don’t want a roundabout. 

Technical analysis is needed for road designs. 
20mph only if speed bumps are included. 

2X ‘40mph speed limit’ on Hayeswood Road is needed too. 
We have doubts about the entrance. Should be where it is now. 
Ensure new easy access to Conygre Field. 

 

Architecture and Design on Site 
 

It is important to have strong and locally relevant architectural solutions to buildings 

visible from the entrance to the village. Ideas include: 
• Houses and not garages should be outfacing from the site. 

• Outfacing materials should be in stone and inside the site in tumbled stone. 
• Good pitch of rooves – e.g. 40degrees on out facing houses and 35degrees inside. 

• Detailed landscape design of parking courts is important. 
• Perhaps shared surface in hammer head(s) to maximise use of space. 
• Better to have fewer large trees providing clear visual lines rather than clutter and 

obstruct parking, so perhaps enabling more / condensed parking. 
• Some small trees along The Avenue may need to be lost and replanted to enable 

widening of the pavement. Try to re-create the original Avenue of trees, ideally on 
both sides of the road with planting in field opposite (with owner’s permission). 

 

Do you agree?  YES-57 / NO-2 / Not sure-4  Comment? 

 
4X Solar panels should be on all houses, plus energy saving designs; water harvesting 
and Sustainable Urban Drainage to reduce water waste etc. 

3X Not sure about trees on both sides of The Avenue – could block the views? 
2X Not too large trees on site. Small leaves. 

Large trees would be good. 
Gardens wanted around flats and should be away from roads. 
As much open space as possible. 

 



 

Heritage References & Names 
 

Refer to the Upper Conygre coalmine on the site. Suggestions include: 

 
• castellated chimney on the batch, and/or on house(s), or at the entrance. 
• Other features such as stone carvings with works and images of the old engine 

house and / or a miner. 
 

Do you agree?  YES-52/ NO-4 / Not sure-6  Comment? 
 
3X Not a chimney, something more modest, statue of miner, plaques would be adequate. 

2X Information ‘board’ 
Need monument to miners. 

Coal truck like in MSN. 
Prefer something at the entrance which is visible. 
As long as the developer pays for it. 

Prefer money to be spent on affordable homes. 
 

The site / road name(s) suggested could be called Upper Conygre in recognition of the 
former uses, to be considered with the village. 
 

Do you agree?  YES-58 / NO-0 / Not sure-5  Comment / other ideas? 
 

Coal Pit Corner 
Wheelers ? 
 

 

Funding 
 

The Developer’s ‘106 agreement’ with B&NES will part fund the site’s highways and 
pavement works and affordable housing. 
Parish Council may prioritise using part of its 15% Community Infrastructure Funds, paid 

by the developer, to widen the pavement on The Avenue at the bend and south of the 
site? 
 

Do you agree YES-51 / NO-3 / Not sure-5   If no, what other priority would you have? 

 
3X Pedestrians should be a priority for funding across the village. 

 
 

Any Other Comments 
 

What about new residents’ pressure on the school and doctors’ surgery? 

2X This is a very positive development for the village. 
2X Increase in traffic through the village should be addressed. 

The developer should resurface North Road. 
Will be glad to see the site used. 

‘Thanks to the Parish Council for all its work and for organising this consultation.’ 
Space for waste and recycling bins. 

 
 


